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TWO THEOREMS OF GAUSS AND ALLIED

IDENTITIES PROVED ARITHMETICALLY

GEORGE E. ANDREWS

The product formulae of Gauss for the theta functions
04(O, q) and (H2)(-q)-V8θ2(0, (-q)1'2) have been derived in many
ways by analytic means. In this paper these formulae are
derived by enumerating certain types of partitions. The en-
umeration technique is shown to be applicable to more general
results, and several important theorems in basic hypergeo-
metric series are proved from suitable enumerations of parti-
tions.

In [7], F. Franklin gave his now famous arithmetic proof of
Euler's identity:

(1.1) Π (1 - qn) = Σ (_ i )y i/» <3»-i> β

As is well-known, identity (1.1) can be deduced from Jacobi's triple
product identity [10; p. 284]:

(1.2) Π (1 - q2n+2)(l + zqZn+ι)(l + z~lq2n^) = Σ Q****
0=0

Several arithmetic proofs of (1.2) have appeared (e.g. [14; pp. 34-36],
[15; pp. 10-12], [13], [16], and [2; pp. 561-562]). The known arithe-
metic proofs of (1.2) differ considerably from Franklin's proof of (1.1)
probably because of the much greater generality of Jacobi's identity.

In this paper, we begin by considering the following two identities
due to Gauss [8; p. 447, eqs. (14) and (10)]:

(1.3) Π ( 1 " <£} = 1 + Σ ( - D Y M ( 1 + Q2n)
i (1 + q ) !

and

(1.4) Π ί f ^ - ζ = 1 + 2 Σ ( - l ) V = θt(0, q) .
in—I yl. -j- q ) ™= 1

These identities may be directly deduced from Jacobi's identity if one
employs also the further result of Euler [10; p. 277]:

(1.5) Π (1 + Qn) = Π _ 1 ^ 2 W , 1 ) .

563
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Our first object will be to give arithmetic proofs of (1.3) and (1.4);
these proofs turn out to be much more closely related to Franklin's
technique than to the above-mentioned proofs of Jacobi's identity.
In §3, we shall examine these proofs as well as Franklin's proof of
(1.1) in order to deduce two variable series-product identities totally
different from Jacobi's identity. Indeed, the series we obtain will all
be special cases of the identity:

(i 6) (1 - «) Σ {a)ntn = Σ ( ^ W ) ^ 2 1 ^
n=0 (b)n n=0

where

(α; q)n = (a)n = (1 - α)(l - αg) (1 - aqn~ι) ,

and

(a; g)oo = (α)«> = lim (α)n .
n~*oo

This identity appears to have been originally discovered by L. J.
Rogers [11; p. 334], and independently by N. J. Fine [5; eq. (14.1)];
it is a special case of Watson's g-analog of Whipple's theorem [12;
p. 100, eq. (3.4.1.5)]. Section 4 will then be devoted to an arithmetic
proof of the full Rogers-Fine identity (1.6). Finally in §5, we shall
illustrate the usefulness of the techniques developed in §§3 and 4 by
proving arithmetically further identities of the basic hypergeometric
type.

2* Arithmetic proofs of (1.3) and (1*4)* Let Ge(n) (resp. GQ(n))
denote the number of partitions of n into an even (resp. odd) number
of parts in which no even parts are repeated. Then clearly

Hence we may restate (1.3) arithmetically in the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. If n ^ 1, then

iy if n = j(2j±i),
Ge(n)~ G0(n) =

[0 otherwise .

Proof. We shall use (in slightly altered form) the notation of
Richard Guy [9], which he introduced in an arithmetic proof of the
reciprocal of (1.5).

We call the face f(π) of a partition π the number of nodes in
the two righthandmost columns of the associated Ferrars graph. Thus
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if π denotes the partition 7 + 7 + 7 + 6 + 3 + 2, the Ferrars graph
is

and thus f(π) = 7.
In exact agreement with Guy [9], we define the base b(π) of a

partition π to be the smallest part appearing; thus for the above
partition δ(π) = 2. We also denote by l(π) the largest part of π, by
v(π) the number of appearances of the largest part, and by #(π) the
total number of parts of π.

We let πG(n) denote the set of all partitions of n in which no
even parts are repeated, and we define

Ai(n) = {π\πe πG(n), l(π) even}

A2(n) = {π\πeπG(n), l(π) odd, b(π) = 1}

A9(n) = {π\πeπG(n), l(π) odd, f(π) even, b(π) > f(π)}

A4(n) = \π\πeπo(n), l(π) odd, b(π) even, v{π) ^ — b{π)\

Aδ(n) = {π\πeπG(n), l(π) odd, f(π) odd, f{π) ^ b(π)}

A6(n) = lπ\πeπG(n), l(π) odd, b(π) odd, b(π) Φ 1, v(π)

^ i-(δ(τr) + 1)} .

It is a simple matter to verify that

KcXn) = U Ai(n)
i = l

is a disjoint set-theoretic partitioning of πG(n).
We now define three functions a, β, and 7:

a: A^n) —> ^42(^) ,

where for 7Γ e Aχ(ii) and π of the form ^ = bx + δ2 + + δs, with
bi ^ δ ΐ + 1, α(7r) = π' where πf is of the form

n = (bλ - 1) + δ2 + + δs + 1 .

β: A3(n) -> At(n) ,
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where for π e A3(n) and π of the form n = δx + b2 + + bs with
h ^ δi+i, β(τr) = TΓ" where TΓ" is of the form (note v(π) = (1/2)f(π))

n = (b, - 2) + (δ2 - 2) + + (bm)fw - 2)

+ δi/2(/(7r>+D + + bs + /(TΓ) .

7: Λ W —> A6(n) ,

where for π e Aδ(n) and π of the form % = δx + 62 + + bs with
ft* ^ δ i + 1, 7(τr) = TΓ", where TΓ" is of the form (note v(τr) = l/2(f(π) - 1)).

w = (δ, - 2) + (6* - 2) + - - + (61/2(/(jr)_1) - 2) + (δ1 / 2 ( / ( ; r ) + 1 ) - 1)

+ δ1/2(/(D+3) + + bs + /(TΓ) .

The idea used in the construction of these mappings is similar to
that of Franklin [7]. The mapping a shifts a single node in the
Ferrars graph from the right hand most position to the bottom most
position (and vice-versa by or1).

The mapping β transposes a face with an even number of nodes
into a base (and β~ι reverses this process), and 7 transposes a face
with an odd number of nodes into a base (and 7 - 1 reverses this process).
From this point of view, one may easily verify that each of these
mappings is one-to-one and onto provided they are defined.

The only cases where the above maps are not defined are for
partitions of the form

n = (2m + 1) + (2m + 1) + + (2m + 1) ,

m terms

or

n = (2m - 1) + (2m - 1) + . . . + (2m - 1) .

m terms

The first of these partitions is in A3(n); however β(π) does not exist
in this case because transposition of the face to the base produces a
situation in which the base exceeds all other parts, an impossibility.
The second of these partitions is in A6(n), however 7~1(τr) does not
exist in this case because transposition of the base to the face produces
a situation in which the bottom node of the new face does not fit
onto the remaining nodes, again an impossibility.

Upon inspection we see that each of our three maps pairs parti-
tions TΓ and TΓ' with #(τr) =έ #(τr') (mod 2). Hence

(_!)#<*> + (_ !)*<*'> = 0 .

Thus apart from the exceptional cases described above,

G.(n) - G0(n) = 0
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In the exceptional cases, we have an extra contribution, namely

Ge(ri) - G0(n) = ( - l ) m if n = m(2m ± 1) .

Thus Theorem 1 is established.
To prove Gauss's second identity (1.4), we let ge(n) (resp. gQ(n))

denote the number of partitions of n of the form

n = Σ a* + Σ δi ,

with di > αi+1, &y ̂  δ5 + 1 and s + t even (resp. odd). As before, we see
that

f + Σ (g.(n) - go(n))q* .
»=i (1 + qn)

Hence we may restate (1.4) arithmetically in the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. If n Ξ> 1, then

'~[—l)m if n = m2

9.(n) - flfo(n) = .
(0 ot tier wise .

Proof. We must first introduce some terminology related to parti-
tions π of the form

n = Σ «i + Σ &i ,

where α{ > αi+1, 6̂  ^ 5 i+1.
We define the face F(7r) of such a partition to be the total number

of appearances of the largest summand; by Fb{π), we denote the total
number of bt equal to the largest summand. We say the face of π is
split if αx = l(π); otherwise we say the face of π is unified* As before,
the base b{π) is the smallest part in π. If b(π) occurs among the bi7

we say re is 6-based; otherwise we say π is α-based. We define Δ(n)
as the set of those partitions of n with ax = λ, bL — 62 = bt = λ, s = 1,
t = X (thus J(w) is empty if n is not twice a triangular number and
is a singleton if n = 2λ(λ + l)/2). We let ττff(^) denote the set of all
partitions of n of the type defined above, and we define

BL(n) = {π\πeπg(n), split face, F(π) ^ 6(τr)}

B2(n) = {π\πeπg(n), δ-based, b(π) ^ Fb{π)} - A{n)

Bs(ri) = {π\πeπg(n), unified face, F(π) < b(π)}

Bt(ri) = {π\πeπg(n), α-based, b(π) < F(π)} u

We now define two functions.
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δ: B^n) — B2(n)

where if πeBJji) and is given by n^a^a^Λ (-α. + δi + 62H \-bt9

then δ(π) is given by

n = α2 + + αs

new α-component

+ fa - 1) + (6t - 1) + + (bFW , -1) + 6^, + + bt + F(π).
new δ-component

ζ: B3(n)-> B4(n)

where if π e B3(n) and is given by n^a^a^ hα. + δ^δaH \-bu

ζ(π) is given by

n = a, + α2 + - + αs + F(π) + (6:-1) + - - - +(bF{7:)-

new α-component new 6-component

The idea behind these mappings resembles that in Theorem 1.
The mapping 3 takes the split face of a partition and inserts it as a
minimal term in the δ-component while shifting the largest remaining
α-term over to the δ-component and vice-versa with d~\ The mapping
ξ takes the unified face of a partition and inserts it as a minimal
term in the α-component (while f"1 reverses this process).

It is easily verified that

πg(n) = U Bd(n)

is a disjoint set-theoretic partitioning of πg(n). Also the mappings b
and ζ are clearly one-to-one and onto provided they are defined. The
only cases where the maps or their inverses are undefined are

s = 1, t = m — 1, αx = δx = = bt = m

and

s = 0, ί = m, 6X = = δί = m .

Upon inspection we see that both δ and ξ pair partitions TΓ and
7r' in 7Γff(π) with #(π) ξέ #(7r') (mod 2); hence for such pairs

(_!)#(-) + (-)#^') = 0

Thus we see that apart from the exceptional cases described above

sf,W — flfoW = o .

In the exceptional cases, we have two extra contributions, and so

9e(n) - go(n) = 2(-l)™ if n = m2 .
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This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
To make clear these proofs we give examples of the mappings

utilized in Theorems 1 and 2. In Theorem 1, with n — 7

7-^->5 + 2

6 + l - ^ > 5 + 1 + 1

4 + 3 — 3 + 3 + 1

4 + 2 + 1-^*3 + 2 + 1 + 1

4 + 1 + 1 + 1 - ^ 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

2 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + l - ί - > l + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.

Σl=
In Theorem 2, with n = 4 (below we write (α: as \ bι δe) for

— (-131)

(311-)- *

(-14) —

(2111) > (11:111)

( 2 | l l ) - i - > U l l l l ) .

The partitions (2|2) and (_|22) are unpaired.

3* Generalizations of (1*1), (1 3), and (1*4) We begin by
remarking that in Franklin's proof of the Euler pentagonal number
theorem, the sum of the number of parts plus the largest part of
the partition is unaltered by the transformations applied to the Ferrars
graph of the partition.

Definition [3; p. 135]. We define the (a, &)-rank of a partition π
to be

where l{π) is the largest part of π, %(π) is the number of parts of π,
and [x] is the greatest integer function.

Thus the (1, — l)-rank is invariant under Franklin's transforma-
tions. Let Qe(r, n) (resp. Q0(r, n)) denote the number of partitions
of n into an even (resp. odd) number of distinct parts with (1, — 1)-
rank equal to r. Then
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(3.1) l - Σ (yq)n-ίy
n+ψ

(3.2) = Σ (-ί)ny2"q1"n(n+1)

n~° (— VO)n

(3.3) = 1 + Σ Σ (Qe(r, n) - Q0(r, n))yrqn .

Franklin's proof tells us that the above expressions also equal

(3.4) 1 + 2_j (— l.)n{q n yn + q y n) .
n — l

This observation is discussed in detail by Subbarao [17].
This series of identities is well-known; L. J. Rogers [11; p. 333]

observed that the series in (3.2) and (3.4) are equal, and N. J. Fine
[5], [6] has proved that all these series are equal; however, all these
proofs are analytic.

The same sort of generalization may be obtained from our proofs
of Theorems 1 and 2. Taking Theorem 1 as an example, we first
remark that if

tq2n+1(l + tq2)(l + tq') - - - (1 + tq2n) _ ^ ^ am>k(2n + l)tmqk ,
(1 — tq){l — tq3) . . . (1 — tq2n+ι) ^o m=o

a n d

(1 — tq)(l — tqs) (1 — tq2n+1) k=o m=o

then clearly amfk(n) is the number of partitions of k into m parts in
which no even part is repeated and the largest part is n. Hence

£ ; <f)n/(-tq; q2)n+1 - ± t^2q2n+2W; q2)J(-tq; q%+1

= 1 + Σ < " Σ Σ am,k(2n + l){-t)mq
Q / 0 0

qk

Σ tn+ι Σ Σ α»,»(2n + 2)(-tTq
n—Q k~0 m=0

= 1 + Σ Σ tmqk(± α_n>4(2n + 1)(-
k — 0 m=0 \

+ Σ α .̂-i,»
n — 0

= 1 + Σ

Now αw_%,fc(2w + 1) is the number of partitions of k with 2n + 1
as largest part and (1/2, — l)-rank equal to m; while αm_%_!(2π + 2) is
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the number of partitions of k with 2n + 2 as largest part and (1/2, — 1)-
rank equal to m. Therefore bm>k counts the excess of partitions of k
with (1/2, — l)-rank m and an even number of parts over those with
an odd number of parts. Since the (1/2, — l)-rank is invariant under
the transformations listed in Theorem 1 while parity of the number
of parts is always altered, we see that

if m = 2v - 1, k = 2v2 - v

if m = 2v,k = 2v2 + v

otherwise .

Hence

i _ £ r+y*+W; Q2)J(-tq; q\+1

(3.5) - Σ i*+V"+W; q*)J(-tq; q%+1
TO = 0

= l + Σ (-i)"ίι""1gί"'~"(i + ^2")
w = l

In Theorem 2, the (1, — l)-rank is invariant under all transformations.
Hence using an argument like that used to prove (3.5), we may deduce
that

(3.6) 1 - 2 Σ l Q)n Q = 1 - 2 Σ t2n(-l)nqn2 .

In searching the literature, we find that (3.5) and (3.6) as well
as our generalization Franklin's result are special cases of the Rogers-
Fine identity (1.6).

We remark that (1.6) is a special case of a general theorem due
to Watson [12; p. 100, eq. (3.4. 1.5)]

£ (aUbUcUdUeUfUl ~ aq2n)(a2q2/bcdefy
(q)n(aq/b)n(aq/c)n(aq/d)n(aq/e)n(aq/f)n(l - a)

χ n=o (q)n(def/a)n(aq/b)n(aq/c)n

where / = q~~N (N a positive integer).
In (3.7), let N—> 00 (i.e. / —> 00), then let c —> co and set d = q.

Thus

Λ _ _a_\ / x / a
(3.8) (1 ag2n)(bUe)qn2a2n(be)-n \ T / ^ JwVT

(1 - a)(aq/b)n(aq/e)n 1 - a »=o
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This is (1.6) written with different variables. In the next section, we
shall give an arithmetic proof of the complete Rogers-Fine identity.
As will become evident, the proof will markedly differ from the proofs
of Theorems 1 and 2.

4* Arithmetic proof of (1*6)* First we make some simple
changes of variables in (1.6): replace q by <f, then replace a by aq,
b by bq2, t by tq2 and multiply both sides by δ/(l — tq2). This yields

(4.1)

(-aq; q\btnq2"
(bq2; q*)n

; q2)n(l

(bq2; q%(tq2;

The coefficient of aIcbιtmqn on the left-hand side of (4.1) is R(k, I, m, n)
the number of partitions of n with no repeated odd parts, where
there are I even parts, k odd parts, and the largest part is 2m.

To obtain the right-hand side of (4.1), we form the Ferrars graph
of such partitions and dissect them as follows:

Instead of looking at the Durfee square, we consider: a modified
Durfee rectangle which consists of the largest possible rectangle of
nodes with sides 2N horizontally by N + 1 vertically. For example
the following illustrates the rectangle related to the partition 68 =
12 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 4 + 1 (neglect the small dotted circle
and square, they are for future reference):

Figure 1

In this case N = 4, and the rectangle is 8 by 5. We remark
that if there were a node in the small dotted square (and therefore
also in the small dotted circle), then there would exist a larger rect-
angle of the required sort. Hence after the modified Durfee retangle
is determined, the position one down and two to the right will not
contain a node.

We now divide our considerations into two cases.
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I. The general position indicated by the dotted circle does not
contain a node. The portion of the partition below the modified Durfee
retangle has a generating function:

(1 + aq) •• (1 + aq2N~ι) _ {-aq',q2)N

. . ( l - δ < n (bq2;q2)N '

Now j)

N+1tNq2N2+2N is the generating function related to the portion
of the partition contained in the modified Durfee rectangle. Note that
the tN correctly counts 1/2 the contribution of the top of the rect-
angle to the largest part of the partition. Also with the factor bN+1

we must remember to delete from this exponent the number of odd
parts appearing to the right of the modified Durfee rectangle.

Finally (for case I) we note that

is the generating function for the portion of the partition to the right
of our rectangle provided we interpret the partitions generated as
follows:

We initially think of the above function as generating partitions
with parts ^ 2, with distinct odd parts, and with each part ^ 2N + 2.
We transform such partitions by representing each even part 2v as
two columns of v nodes each and each odd part 2μ + 1 as two columns
of μ + 1 and μ nodes respectively. The exponent of t will be 1/2 the
number of nodes along the top row, and there will be an even number
of nodes along the top row (since originally 1 could not appear). The
exponent of b is the negative of the number of odd parts, which
(recalling our previous comment on the exponent of b) is just what
we want, and the exponent of a still counts the number of rows with
an odd number of parts. Consequently the generating function
R(k, I, m, n) with modified Durfee rectangle measuring 2N x (N + 1)
in Case I is just

(bq2; q2)N(tq2; q2)N+i

II. The general position indicated by the dotted circle does con-
tain a node. In this case the position just above the dotted square
must contain a node or else the odd part 2N + 1 would be repeated,
a prescribed condition. Also the position directly below the dotted
circle must not contain a node for the same reason.

The argument now proceeds exactly as in Case I except that the
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contribution from the modified Durfee rectangle is now extended to
include the row below the rectangle as well as the two columns to
the right of the rectangle. Thus the generating function for this
portion of the partition is

Hence the total generating function in Case II is just

-; q2) ab
N+1tN+1q2N2+6N+3

Adding the generating functions obtained from Cases I and II we
obtain in iVth term in the series on the right-hand side of (4.1). Since
this is the generating function for partitions of the type enumerated
by R(k, I, m, n) with modified Durfee rectangle measuring 2NX(N + 1),
we see that the sum running from N = 0 to oo produces the gen-
erating function for R(k, I, m, n). Hence since the left-hand side of
(4.1) has already been seen to be the generating function for
R(k, I, m, n), we see that (4.1) and so also (1.6) are established.

The final section of this paper is devoted to other basic hypergeo-
metric series identities that are derivable from considerations of par-
titions without repeated odd parts.

5* Conclusion* The study of partitions in which no odd parts
are repeated can be utilized to prove two further results of interest.
First we consider

( 5 Λ ) £ (-aq*;q2)nbtn+1q2n+2

 = v
Σ»=° (bq2; q2)n+i n-°

This result was first stated and proved by N. J. Fine [6]; it is a
special case of Heine's fundamental transformation (set β — q in equa-
tion (II) of [1] to obtain an identity equivalent to (5.1)).

The coefficient of akbιtmqn on the left-hand side of (5.1) is say
S(k, I, m, n), the number of partitions of n into parts each larger
than 1, with no repeated odd parts, with largest part 2m, with I even
parts and k odd parts.

Now we form a modified Ferrars graph for partitions of the type
enumerated by S(k, I, m, n).

Each even part 2j is to be represented as two rows of j nodes,
and each odd part 2h + 1 is to be represented as two rows of h + 1
and h nodes respectively.

We now consider the ordinary conjugate partition formed from
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our representation. Since originally the largest part was 2m, there
are now m columns, and therefore m parts in this conjugate parti-
tion. Since there were k odd distinct parts originally, there are still
k odd distinct parts in this conjugate partition. Since 1 did not
appear originally, the largest part in this conjugate partition is 2k +
21. Since originally the largest part was even (namely 2m), 1 will
not appear in this conjugate. Thus this conjugate is a partition of
the type enumerated by S(k, m — k, k + I, n). Since the preceding
transformation is clearly reversible, we see that

(5.2) S(k, I, m, n) = S(k, m - k, k + I, n) .

Thus if /(α, 6, t, q) denotes the left hand side of (5.1), then by (5.2)

(5.3) /(α, b, t, q) = f(at/b, t, b, q) .

This last identity is precisely (5.1).

Finally we consider another identity due to Fine [6]:

ί 5 4 x f (-αg; q%btnq*n _ f (-bq/a; q%baΠnqn2+2n

-o (bq>; q% έ l {bqh q%{tq*; q%+ι

By setting b = 1 in (5.4) and utilizing a summation due to Heine [12;
p. 92, eq. (3.2.2.11)], we obtain a well-known identity of Cauchy:

Σ \T\*)ft I = lf>o(-αg, tq\ g3)

Indeed once (5.4) is established arithmetically we shall also have an
arithmetric proof of (5.5) by merely combining our proof of (5.4) with
the proof of Lemma 2 in [2]. This essentially answers the question
posed in [4; Section 3] asking for an arithmetic proof of Cauchy's
identity.

The left-hand side of (5.4) is identical with the left-hand side of
(4.1) and is therefore the generating function for R(k, I, m, n), the
number of partitions of n with no repeated odd parts, I even parts, k
odd parts, and 2m as largest part.

We now rewrite the right-hand side of (5.4) in the following form:

( 5 > 6 )

DEFINITION. We shall say that the Cauchy order ^ ( π ) of a parti-
tion π is the largest integer v for which the sum of the number of

(1 _ bq2) (1 - b<f) (1 - bq2N) (1 - tq2) (1 - t<f) (1 - tq2N+2)
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odd parts in π plus the number of even parts in π exceeding 2v — 1
is at least v + 1.

Thus if π is given by 78 = 12 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 4 + 1,
then ^(π) = 5 since there are 2 odd parts in π and 4 even parts ex-
ceeding 9, 2 + 4 = 5 + 1, and 5 is the largest v possible.

We remark that ^{π) always exists because if c(π: v) denotes
(the number odd parts of π) plus (the number of even parts of π
exceeding 2v — 1) minus {v + 1), then c(π: 0 ) ^ 0 (for all nonempty
partitions) and c(π: M) < 0 for M sufficiently large.

To conclude our proof we need only show that the N-th summand
of the series in (5.6) is the generating function for partitions enu-
merated by R(k, I, m, n) with Cauchy order equal to N.

First we note that (bq2; q2)^1 is the generating function for par-
titions into even parts each not exceeding 2N, and bN+ίtNq2N{N+ί)/(tq2; q2)N+1

is the generating function for partitions into N + 1 even parts each
greater than or equal to 2N where the exponent of t is half the largest
part. It remains to show that the product of these two generating
functions with

yields the desired generating function related to Cauchy order N.
In the simplest possible situation for determining the Cauchy order,

there would be no odd parts; in this situation we see that the product
of the first two generating functions mentioned in the preceding para-
graph generates such partitions with Cauchy order N. Furthermore
we note that if in a partition such as has just been described we
replace some of the N + 1 even parts larger than 2N — 1 by odd
parts, the Cauchy order will not be altered.

Now let us now note that one obtains a general partition π of
the type enumerated by R(k, I, m, n) with ^(π) = N by starting with
such a partition that contains no odd parts and subtracting 2(ji

J

Γi — 1) —
1 from the (ji + i — l)st part, where i runs from 1 to k and ji is a
nondecreasing sequence with 1 ^ j{ <̂  v + 1 — k. That such a subtrac-
tion yields a positive odd part follows from the fact that the original
Cauchy order was N. Note that

1 ^ 2(jι + ί - 1) - 1 ^ 2N - 1 .

Conversely given any set of distinct odd numbers lying in [1, 2N — 1]
it is clear how to determine the related sequence j \ . The Cauchy
order is clearly unaltered as we have observed previously.

Thus to obtain the generating function for partitions of the type
enumerated by R(k, I, m, n) subject to the condition that ^(π) = N,
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we take the generating function for such partitions with no odd parts,
namely

2N(N+ί)

and we multiply by the generating function which will subtract off
distinct odd parts in the range [1, 2^— 1], namely

Hence we have that the Nth term in (5.6) is the required gen-
erating function related to Cauchy order N. Summing over all Cauchy
orders, we see that the series in (5.6) equals the generating function
R(k, I, m, n). Thus (5.4) is proved.
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